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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
14 - SURROGACY AND OVUM DONATION
OU ISRAEL CENTER - SUMMER 2016

A] HASHKAFIC UNDERPINNINGS - IS THERE A CONCERN OF ‘PLAYING GOD’

ivc ubt kumhba hsf :k"t ?oxbrpn ubht vn hbpn 'tuv ohhbg cvut ofhekt ot :g"r ,t garv xupurxubruy kta vkta uzu
uacju uscg kg xgfa osu rac lknk ?vnus rcsv vnk 'kan lk kuant !obvhdk i,chhjna uz 'vcrst :k"t /obvhd ka vbhsn
?uhkg xguf tk lknv gnaaf 'uveavu ukhftvu sjt ost lkvu 'u,ueavk tkau ukhftvk tka uhkg vumu 'ihruxtv ,hcc
osu rac lknk ?vnus rcsv vnk 'kan lk kuant :g"r uk rnt !ohscg ktrah hbc hk hf (v"f trehu) :rntba 'ohscg ihure o,tu
gnaaf 'uveavu ukhftvu sjt ost lkvu 'u,ueavk tkau ukhftvk tka uhkg vumu 'ihruxtv ,hcc uacju ubc kg xgfa
ofhvkt wvk o,t ohbc (s"h ohrcs) :ch,fs 'ohbc ihure ibtu ?uk rdan iurus tk lknv

1.

/h tr,c tcc

R. Akiva and the Roman, Turnus Rufus are debating here a major philosophical issue: if God has decreed that a person be
poor, who are we to interfere and give them tzeddakah!! Similarly, if people are ill or unable to have children, who are we
to intervene and enable them to have children?! R. Akiva answers that, as His children, God wants us to be actively involved
in helping one another

trcba vn kf /// k"t 'iuatrv ostk vb,b tk vn hbpn vkhnv thv vchcj ot k"t 'vhgauv hcr ,t kta sjt xupuxukhp
lhrm ost ukhpt 'ijyvk ihfhrm ihyhjv 'eu,nk lhrm ohxunru,v 'eu,nk lhrm ksrjv iudf 'vhhag ihfhrm ,hatrc hnh ,aac
/iueh,

2.

u:th varp vcr ,hatrc

More fundamentally, God put us in this world for the purposes of ‘tikun olam’ - perfecting His creation. Thus He left us to
carry out brit mila. So too, we are required to be involved in helping to cure infertility

B] DEFINING THE ISSUES
B1] TYPES OF FERTILITY TREATMENT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Internal medical intervention - e.g. hormonal treatment.
AI - Artificial insemination - Sperm is obtained from the husband and the wife is artificially inseminated.
IVF - In Vitro Fertilization - An ovum/ova are removed from the wife and sperm from the husband. Fertilization takes place in lab
conditions and a fertilized embryo is implanted into the wife.
Surrogacy - following IVF, the embryo is implanted into a surrogate mother. This is often the only current answer to women with
Mayer-Rokitansky-Küster-Hauser (MRKH) syndrome - where the ovaries are fully functional but the uterus is not.
Artificial Insemination by Donor (AID)/Egg Donation (ED) - any of the above using the ova or sperm of a donor.
Organ transplant - e.g. ovaries, uterus?
Genetic screening of embryos.
Cloning?
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B2] ETHICAL ISSUES INVOLVED IN FERTILITY TREATMENT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The introduction of a ‘third party’ into the marriage - e.g. an egg/sperm donor or surrogate mother.
The commercialization of reproduction - charging money for eggs, ‘rent-a-womb’.
Exploitation of women in ‘baby-farms’ - kept in effective slavery to produce babies for third parties.
Limited access to technology by the poor.
Severing the biological and psychological bond between mother and child - e.g. surrogacy.
Severing the link between marriage and childbirth.
Cheapening life by producing babies mechanically, not through love and devotion.
‘Playing God’ by deciding how/when to create and destroy life - e.g. destruction of embryos.

B3] HALACHIC ISSUES INVOLVED IN FERTILITY TREATMENT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The familial connection between (i) parents (i.e. birth mother and/or genetic parents) and children - inheritance, kibbud av v’em,
consanguinity1, mourning, kehuna, mamzerut; and (ii) siblings.
Fulfillment of the mitzva of p’ru u’rvu without a sexual act.
Obtaining sperm.
Permissibility of insemination of a woman who is niddah.
Permissibility of a married women acting as a surrogate for another man’s child.
Whether insemination by donor sperm is adultery and results in mamzerut.
Status of child if the ovum/sperm donor is a mamzer.
Use of sperm from Cohen with a divorcee etc.
Use of ova/sperm from a non-Jew or donor.

Case 1
The wife has no ovaries and cannot have children. Her friend agrees to be fertilized by the husband’s sperm, carry the baby and give it to
the couple following the birth. In this case, the friend is the genetic, birth and halachic mother. The wife has the status of an adopting
mother.
Case 2
The wife has no ovaries and cannot have children. He friend donates an ovary which is transplanted into the wife, who then conceives and
gives birth normally. In this case, the friend is the genetic mother and the wife is the birth and halachic mother.
Case 3
The wife does produce ova but cannot carry an embryo. The husband’s sperm and the wife’s ova are fertilized by IVF and the embryos are
then implanted in a gestational (surrogate) mother. In this case, the wife is the genetic mother but the surrogate is the birth mother. Who is
the halachic mother?
Note that recent medical research indicates much more maternal-fetal cell transfer than previously thought. Thus, rather than simply
functioning as an ‘incubator’, the surrogate mother actually interfaces significantly with the embryo. Maternal stem cells cross the
placenta and implant into the fetus. Similarly, fetal stem cells implant into many of the mother’s organs and remain there for life. These
have been found to have importance both during the pregnancy and after in the ongoing health of the mother.2

1. More of a concern with ED (where the donors may be harder to keep track of) than with Surrogacy (where there is more control).
2. See Gestational Surrogacy, Dr. John Loike and Rabbi Dr. Moshe Tendler, Hakira Journal Vol 13 p 113. Available at http://www.hakirah.org/Vol%2016%20LoikeTendler.pdf
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C] HALACHIC STATUS AND GENETICS

hns skuba iyef rhhd,ba rd :rnut hxuh hcr

3.

/jn ,unch

The halacha regards a convert as equivalent to a new-born child - an entirely new creation

vausen ubtc :urnth tka hsf 'vz rcs urxt ohnfj kct /urhhd,ba 'untn u,ujt ut 'unt taha rdk r,una vru, ihs t
/// vke vausek vrunj

4.

t ;hgx yxr inhx vgs vruh lurg ijkua

This results in a total severing of halachic familial relationship between a ger and his former non-Jewish family. Even
though they are genetically related, if the ger’s mother or sister also converted, the ger could marry them according to Torah
law! The Rabbis prohibited such marriages on the grounds that the converts would not feel that they had descended in
kedusha by becoming Jewish.

D] BIRTH MAY DETERMINE MATERNITY - AGGADIC SOURCES

v!"bhS# V"nJ),
' t* t¬"
re' T# u ,·-C vs'"ḱ"h r-jt- u'

5.

tf:k ,hatrc

vgcrtu 'hbnn utmh vaa 'ceghn ,tmk ihsh,g ohyca rag ohba :vrntu vnmgc ihs vtk vbsa rjtk :cr rnt ?rjtu htn
!vbhs vna ,t tre,u rntba ',ck vfpvb shn !,ujpav ,jtf kjr h,ujt tv, tk - rfz vz ot 'vrag hrv - ,ujpav in

6.
/x ,ufrc

The Gemara includes an aggadic explanation of Dina’s name. Leah was originally pregnant with another boy but prayed
that she should instead bear a girl, so that Rachel should have at least 2 boys out of the 12 tribes. As a result of Leah’s
prayers, the gender of her embryo was changed and she had a girl.

iueph h,jt kjr in orc thyca ,udkp hbn iuvhs hh ose in tuv ihs ,rnt ourt vbhs vna ,h ,reu ,rc ,shkh ihsf r,c inu
;xuh chvh vuvu iuvhgnc thrcug upkj,htu vtks t,ukm hh ose in ghnau t,vnt in tsj in uepbs tnfhv ihyca ihr,
:vtks tvgnc tbhsu kjrs tvgnc

7.

oa i,buh oudr,

However, the version of this midrash in the Targum Yonatan is critically different. TY understands that Yosef was originally
in Leah’s womb and Dina was in Rachel’s womb and the embryos were switched in utero! There appears to be3 no question
that Rachel is subsequently considered Yosef’s mother for all purposes. This source is therefore suggested as a proof that the
halachic mother is determined by birth and not conception.

«uk h²-fS5r'n" V¯"je'
" k VN"º t# u' Æ"vhÆc# t" ,«un³ cU
' vt*º r'n- ,´-c«uyu' Ært-Æ«T),p'
- h v³"
r<gB-v- u' o·>t"u c´"t V"k ih¬>t h²#F «us«º S),C- ÆrT> x' t* th³#v vX"À s<
-v),t* in«>¹ t h¸#v'hu,!-c'k

8.
z:c r,xt

vnt v,skhafu - hwar) vnt v,n - v,skh 'vhct ,n - v,rchg :tjt cr rnt ?hk vnk wvntu vhct ,uncuw - otu ct vk iht hf
(ot ,urek ,htrb tku - v,n

9.
/dh vkhdn

Esther had no father or mother. Chazal explain that her mother died in childbirth. Rashi understands from this that she was
never able to be called a ‘mother’. Hence, motherhood begins at birth
3. In fact, the position is not so straightforwards! The idea that Dina was originally Rachel’s child is used by some commentators to explain the tradition in Chazal that Shimon married Dina.
If indeed Dina was really Rachel’s child, this would make her Shimon’s paternal half-sister and permitted as a Noachide (see Moshav Zekeinim and Perush HaTur Ha’Aruch to Bereishit
46:10). This in turn opens up the significant question as to whether the Avot were ‘Jewish’ or Noachides!
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D1] AGGADATA AS A SOURCE FOR HALACHA?

sunk,v in tkt ,upxu,v in tku ,usdtv in tku ,ufkvv in tk ihrun iht ktuna oac vrhgz wr

10.

t erp vdhdj ,fxn (tbkhu) hnkaurh sunk,

Chazal state that one may only learn halacha from the Talmud and not from Midrashim

,ucr arsnn vfkv ihsnk ihta h,htru h,ca v,g lt ////

11.

ws vban v erp ,ufrc ,fxn cuy ouh ,upxu,

,ufkv hexp kg o,buuf rehg iht kct ,sv rehg kfvu ovca ohkanv kgu ohznrv kgu rxunv kg o,buuf rehg ,usdtvu oharsnv
oa y"hu, c,f vphu 'kkf vfkv expk ovn ohsnk iht ifk

12.

txe inhx vgs vruh - tbhhb, trusvn vsuvhc gsub ,"ua

This position is quoted by many later commentators. The Nodeh BeYehuda is dealing with the Midrash of Esther willing
submitting to Achashverosh to save the Jewish people, even though married to Mordechai4

arpn tks tfhv hn hrcsf vfkv exp ihbgk er tkkf lvs vz kg dhav ohhj ohn wxc jwrpv :,ucr arsnn vfkv ihsnk ihta
,uarsnn ihsnks ohngp vnf ubhmn xwac ahrp,t tks tbhs kct /t,fkvv xwac

13.

oa rdht vcheg wr ,upxu,

R’ Akiva Eiger brings this view in his commentary on the Mishna but qualifies it. We do not rule in a known halachic issue
according to the view of the Aggadata BUT in areas which the classic Talmudic sources do not define, we may turn to
Midrashic sources

whjc c,f d"vfu /a"g /sunk,v in tkt ,upxu,v in tku ,usdvv in tk ihsnk iht '(s"v vtps c"p) hnkaurhc ibhrnts trcht (j)
ahaf tkt hfv ibhrnt tks 'ohburjtv vzc ukgv rcf ift /a"g /(s"n ,ufrcs v"p) cuy ouh wxu,v f"fu /(uy) vkhdn t"carv
vhtr tkc arsnv kg eukjk kfuh hns '(f e"x jfe whx) j"rpv a"nfu /(oa) cuy ouh wxu,vf tksu /x"av in vzk vrh,x
aha ',"rk rahv wxc rtucn ifu //// /t"egr wxu,c f"d tcuvu 'y"h,v kg dhavu '(oa ,ufrc) ohhj ohn wxc f"fu /a"g /x"avn
///// /a"g /ovhp kg ubhshc ohdvbn vcrva 'sunk,v ,t ohahjfn obhtaf oharsnv in sunkk

14.

s inhx vgs vruh - t ekj rnut ghch ,"ua

R’ Ovadia Yosef lists many other commentators who DO learn halachic issues from Midrashim, including Rabbeinu Tam

hbpc tka rh,vk kufh vhv tnkt l,gucat kha,ht khz vhk rntu hbghcav hct vgrpk ;xuh vhk rnts //// vyuxc jhfun ifu
x"avc vhk gce vuv tk t,fkv utk htu /cegh

15.

c inhx y erp ohrsb ,fxn a"tr

Here, the Rosh is commenting on the question of releasing a vow not in the presence of the person to whom it was made. He
quotes a Midrash in Gemara Sotah dealing with Yosef and Paro, and insists that, since it is included in the Shas, it must have
halachic relevance5
To what extent does this discussion impact on our case6? Can we we use a Midrashic source? Is the issue of Surrogacy dealt with in the
halachic parts of the Talmud?

4. In 2010 Rav Ari Chwat caused headlines in the wider press when he raised the halachic issues surrounding the ‘honey-trap’ - whether Israeli spies could seduce people and engage in
sexual relationships with them in order to illicit intelligence information which could help the country and save many lives. See Rabbi Chwat’s full essay at
http://www.zomet.org.il/?CategoryID=266&ArticleID=639 . In this article he also raises and debates many of the central issues surrounding ‘aveira lishma’.
5. This introduces a distinction between the Aggadic Midrash included in the Gemarot and those only found in other Midrashic sources (eg Midrash Rabba). Such a distinction is found
previously in the Geonim. Rav Hai Gaon states uc gceb tka vnn tuv ruujn sunk,c gceba vn kf - see (y"x j"x wx s"h vdhdj ihuk n"c r"sk ohbutdv rmut) /sh vdhdj ohbtd rmut
6. For a broader discussion of the use of Midrashic sources in halacha see Rabbi Immanuel Bernstein, Learning Halacha from Aggadah, The Journal of Halacha and Contemporary Society
Number LXX (Fall 2015) p47.
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E] BIRTH MAY DETERMINE MATERNITY - A HALACHIC SOURCE

vausec tka i,ruv v,hv `jt ,at ouan ihchhj ihtu 'ihnchhn tku ihmkuj tk - ohrrjuan ifu 'ohrd ohnut, ohjt hba :a",
kfk ktrahf iv hrv - vausec i,shku i,ruv v,hv `jt ,at ouan ihchhj kct 'ihnchhn tku ihmkuj tk - vausec i,shku
ivhrcs

16.

:zm ,unch

The gemara deals with a woman who converts whilst she is pregnant with twin brothers. There are three cases discussed: (i)
where the twins were born and then mother and brothers converted, the brothers are not related in any way and are not
considered brothers for the mitzva of yibum or the prohibition of incest; (ii) where the twins were conceived as non-Jews yet
born as Jews (i.e. their pregnant mother converted), they are considered brothers for the purposes of incest but not for
yibum. Finally, (iii) if they were conceived and born as Jews, they are brothers for all halachic purposes.

ohbc vskha ,hktrahf thv hrva otv in jt ,at ouan ,rf - ihchhj kct

17.
oa h"ar

Rashi stresses that the brothers conceived as non-Jews but born as Jews may not marry each others’ wives and are
considered maternal brothers since they are born of a Jewish mother. (Their ineligibility to perform yibum is due to them
having no paternal connection).

F] CONCEPTION (GENETICS) MAY DETERMINE MATERNITY

untu uhctu tuv lurc ausev 'ostc ah ihp,ua vaka :ibcr ub,

18.
/tk vsb

There are 3 partners in the creation of a child - God, father and mother. Rav Goren understood that this indicates that
halachic paternity and maternity are fixed at conception

ubht uhkg shpen ubhta ucur //// ouan tnh, hfu ?vkhcy lhrm iht htnt /vkhcy lhrm iht vbc - vrhhd,ba ,rcugn ,hrfb
(sjt ;ud ovs - hexruup sus wr hrugha) vh,hcr ubhhvs 'rcug hbta !.muj - ukuf kct 'ucur tkt uba tk :tbvf cr rnt tvu '.muj

19.
/jg ,unch

If a non-Jewish woman converts while pregnant, the tevila is also effective for the embryo, indicating that it has a non-Jewish
status as child of that mother, even before birth

ueh, ?ryp hnb vhshs utks tnks ut 'ryp tk vhshs utks 'ryp vhshs ?uvn 'vzk xbfbu vzn tmhu 'ohnjr hba ehcsv

20.
/g ihkuj

Chazal discuss an unlikely case of two animals backed-up against each other, where the first-born fetus emerged from
animal 1 and entered animal 2. The Gemara takes for granted that the fetus exempts animal 1 as a bechor. The only
question is whether it also exempts animal 2. The key relationship is clearly that with the conception/gestational mother, not
with the birth mother.
This would be particularly applicable if Rachel was impregnated internally and the embryo first implanted inside her and then was
transferred to Leah. This view would certainly regard Rachel alone as the halachic mother. If it became possible to transfer an embryo from
one womb to another it seems very likely that the first mother from whom the embryo was taken would be the halachic mother and the final
‘birth’ mother would be irrelevant. The removal of the embryo from the first mother (certainly after 40 days - see below) could constitute a
‘birth’ in its own right. How would this apply however in the classic case of Surrogacy/IVF where fertilization does not take place inside a
body but in lab conditions?
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G] COULD THERE BE TWO HALACHIC MOTHERS

tnks ut 'rnug vhhrau ibhkzt rehg r,c ?uvn 'vphxuvu rnugv rjtk vk,au vregu 'rnugk osue ahka vthcva ,kucha
',urhp vcu vbezc vfcxa vskh :ibjuh hcr rnt uvct wr rnts 'tvn vhk yuap, ?tcv rnug tcha sgu ibhkzt ,pxu, r,c
tku tkuek tba tk 'ibhkzt rehg r,cs ibcrk uvk tyhap yapn :vhk thgchn te vpud thv !ruxt - oh,tnc ;hxuv ukhpt
ueh, ?ibhrnt tk tkuek 'ibhrnt trnujku 'uvk tepxn heupx tnks ut 'trnujk tba

21.

:yx ,ujbn

Grain that grows before Pesach is assur to eat until 16 Nissan, when the bringing of the korban Omer (today the start of the
Omer period) renders it permitted. Grain that matures after Pesach must wait for next year to become permitted. This
Gemara deals with the case of a stalk of wheat that grew partially before Pesach, was uprooted and replanted after Pesach.
The Gemara asks if we rule according to the earlier growth (which will result in a leniency - it can be eaten immediately) or
the later growth (which will be a stringency). It brings a proof from the case of a young orla fruit which is grafted onto an
older tree. In that case, the gemara says that we follow the earlier growth (which in this case is a stringency!). The gemara
concludes that we may well have to be machmir for earlier and later growth, which ever is the more stringent.
The possible analogy to surrogacy will result in us holding that the baby has two halachic mothers, at least lechumra - the genetic mother
and the birth mother. Consider the case of a mix of Jewish and non-Jewish donor/surrogate. Will the baby be half Jewish and half
non-Jewish?

22.

Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach is famously quoted7 as saying that he found a source in the voluminous rabbinic literature for
every question that was posed to him, including all medical and technological advances, barring one: namely, the question of
determining motherhood in a surrogacy case. Therefore, Rabbi Auerbach stated that we must be strict in both directions: when the
egg donor is not Jewish, the child would require a conversion; and when the gestational carrier is not Jewish, the child would also
require a conversion

Rabbi Gideon Weitzman, Egg Donation and Gestational Carriers - a View from the Field, B’or HaTorah Vol 24 pp68-78

H] IS WHAT HAPPENS BEFORE DAY 40 RELEVANT?

thv tnkgc thn ohgcrt sg - trcghn htu

23.
:yx ,unch

Halacha regards the developing embryo as ‘mere water’ until day 40 of its gestation. There is considerable debate about the
extent of application of this halacha e.g. tumat yoledet, abortion8, maternity. For our purposes, some have argued that the
status of a fetus is fixed at 40 days. Thus, the genetic/conception mother would be entirely irrelevant. All that matters is
where the fetus is at 40 days when it becomes a fetus!
vn ouenv hbpk vthcnu vphyv seup ltknva vgan - h"ar) vshep ,gan 'ostc vb,hb h,nhtn vnab :hcrk xubhbuybt uk rntu
?(,unmgu ihshdu racc ukuf oreba - h"ar) vrhmh ,gan ut (,uhju vnab uc verzb shn '(:zy) vsb ,fxnc shv kf erpc ibhrntsf 'vhkg tv,

24.

vrhmh ,gan :uk rnt :tm ihrsvbx

The soul is placed in the embryo at the moment of 'yetzira’. Rashi indicated that this is at formation of the embryo, which is
40 days into the gestation? Does this ‘ensoulment’ impact upon parenthood? If so, it does not appear to relate to birth, but
could be more connected with gestation or perhaps conception.
I] DOES IVF CREATE PARENTHOOD?

The Tzitz Eliezer zt’l (Rav Eliezer Waldenburg) rejects the genetic relationship of egg and sperm providers to the extent that
he rules that, even in a standard case of IVF (father’s sperm and mother’s egg), the baby produced in vitro has no halachic
relationship with the providers of the sperm and egg - the child is halachically parentless (as in the case of a convert). This
is NOT the view of almost all poskim, who rule that IVF children ARE the halachic children of their genetic parents.
7. Rabbi Weitzman references Nishmat Avraham (Rabbi Abraham S. Abraham), Even Haezer, Artscroll 2004, 1:6 note 11.
8. The embryo is certainly a potential life and cannot be aborted ‘at will’. This will hopefully be the topic of a future shiur.
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J] SUMMARY OF HALACHIC OPINIONS

Birth determines halachic status
• R’ Mordechai Eliyahu
• R’ J. David Bleich
• R’ Eliashiv9
• R’ Eliezer Waldenberg (Tzitz Eliezer)
• R’ Moshe Tendler10

Genetics determines halachic status11
• R’ Yaakov Ariel
• R’ Ovadia Yosef
• R’ Nissim Karelitz12

Both Birth and Genetics each separately determine halachic status
• R’ Shlomo Zalman Auerbach

K] WHERE SHOULD WE BE LOOKING FOR THE ANSWERS?

25.

In a recent review of the halakhic literature on this subject! Rabbi J. David Bleich comes to the conclusion that "the
preponderance of evidence adduced from rabbinic sources demonstrates that parturition, in and of itself, serves to establish a
maternal relationship." He concedes that there are other opinions, and suggests that indeed there might be room to rule that the
genetic mother is also the halakhic mother. …. While I do not necessarily take issue with all of his specific conclusions, I believe
that the whole issue demands a different conceptual approach. Essentially, this question is not susceptible to the classical
halakhic approach of analogy with an existent halakhic ruling. Not only does a "preponderance" of halachic sources not exist in
favor of parturition as the maternal determinant, practically speaking, no halachic sources exist for this or any competing
candidate for the determinant. A different approach must therefore be attempted13. Before showing how that might be done, I
must, however, first explain why the methodology exhibited by R. Bleich fails to adequately solve the problem
Rabbi Ezra Bick, "Ovum Donations: A Rabbinic Conceptual Model of Maternity," Tradition 28:1 (1993) pp. 28-45: Part A

9. Rav Weitzman in his article discusses whether Rav Eliashiv changed this psak later in life. Note that Rabbis Eliashiv and Waldenberg had significant reservations as to whether surrogacy
was halachically permitted at all!
10. In part based on the scientific findings in his 2012 article (see above). Rav Tendler recommends that a non-Jewish surrogate should be used. The child will then be non-Jewish at birth
and require conversion. Upon marriage of the child there should be genetic testing to determine that the they are not genetically related to the proposed spouse. Rabbi Weitzman
questions Rav Tendler willingness to base halachic conclusions (at least partially) on current scientific evidence.
11. There has been something of a turn-around of halachic opinion on this. In early thinking, many poskim understood that the birth-mother was the halachic mother. More recently poskim
have become more inclined towards regarding the genetic mother as the halachic mother
see http://www.vosizneias.com/46461/2010/01/07/israel-rabbis-change-views-on-whos-the-mother-of-ivf-children/
12. The opinions of Rav Yosef and Rav Karelitz are reported orally.
13. Rabbi Weitzman writes that, ‘One respected rosh yeshivah did tell me that in his opinion one does not need a halakhic source to determine motherhood, since it is intuitive that the
genetic mother is the mother. On relating this opinion to a couple who was preparing to undergo an egg donation cycle, the husband claimed that his intuition is that the birth mother is
the mother. Once intuition becomes the basis of our arguments,then it ceases to be halakhah and reverts to secular ethics.
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Returning to the major question of the halakhic model of conception, is there any halakhic source sufficient to resolve it? The
answer is no. I propose instead to attempt to discover the general conceptual framework of the Sages concerning conception .....
The launching point for what I have done is the conclusion that no normal halakhic proof exists for deciding the question of
maternity. Having accepted that as a starting point, I posited that it would be valid to use an entirely different method in order to
reach a conclusion.
What does one do when there are no sources for a halakhic answer to a pressing question? Our usual answer is "hafokh ba,
hafokh ba" - keep looking! There is always a source. But are there not dozens of halakhot and legal principles in the Talmud which
have no apparent scriptural source? Are we to assume that there must have been a source, or that the Sages of the Talmud were
granted a unique (prophetic?) ability to originate halakha? ..... In numerous other cases, however, the only source of a halakha is
Reason, although it does not represent, strictly speaking, the only logical possibility. The Sages have certain conceptions of law
and understanding of various concepts which underlay halakhic conclusions. ....
Halakha is riddled with concepts that reflect the assumed conception of the Talmudic Sages on a particular topic. In our halakhic
investigations, we attempt to base all our conclusions on the determination of the Talmudic concepts, because we accept
implicitly the legal formulations of the Sages. Rarely does a contemporary halakhic discussion investigate the sources of Talmudic
concepts. It is simply accepted that certain basic assumptions underlie many halakhic formulations, and we accept those
assumptions if they are evinced in Talmudic halakha.
What then do we do if there is no Talmudic halakha relevant to the assumptions needed for a decision in our question? It appears
to me that we are justified in trying to determine the Talmudic assumptions, the base conceptions of the Talmudic world-view,
from other sources. This is not the same as the oft-rejected aggadic source for halakhic conclusions. To derive a halakha from a
single aggadic source is misleading, as we cannot be sure what the intent or precise factual meaning of the aggada is. To use the
aggada to determine a general approach of the Sages to a question, in order to determine what halakha must necessarily arise
from that approach, is, although risky and lacking the certitude we are accustomed to expect in halakhic discourse, in principle as
valid as what the Sages would have done in the first place had they faced the question we are facing today. Were there to exist
absolutely no Talmudic guidance for our question, neither in halakhic or aggadic sources, in principle we would have to formulate
for ourselves the proper way to understand the necessary concepts, in the same way that the Talmudic scholars did. I cannot
imagine any serious Torah scholar being happy with such a situation; we depend upon direct Talmudic sources as a fish depends
on water. Nonetheless, I believe it is a valid way to derive halakha; indeed, it is one of the bases for Talmudic halakha itself.
... If it is fair to derive philosophical concepts from the halakha, it must be because these underlying concepts are basic to the
world-view of Torah and not only halakha in the strictly legal sense. There is a stricter level of logical rigor required in halakhic
definition than in aggadic definition; hence it is risky going from less-well defined aggada to the strict domain of halakha, but it is
not excluded in principle. If the Halakha has a world-view and a conceptual basis, which is the conceptual framework of the
Sages, there may be cases where there is no other way to determine that conceptual basis other than to examine the wider
framework as expressed in aggada. This is completely different from trying to derive the halakha directly from an aggadic
comment or story .....
One of the basic endeavors of contemporary talmudic research is the attempt to uncover the conceptual models of halakhic
conclusions. This consists not only in proposing a svara for a given halakha, but in formulating the second~layer conceptual
assumption of the first-level svara. Unless this is a merely intellectual exercise, it implies that the underlying conceptual model
has halakhic validity; i.e., that further halakhic conclusions may be derived from it. Students of modern talmudists - especially
those of the Rav, Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik - are familiar with this process; it is a daily exercise in advanced talmudic
reasoning.
ibid: Part C
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